11/28/2002

It is common knowledge that I retired from SSRG back in Sept following the stunt Saxman pulled on me, along with the crap Pachuka and Co released on Stealth and myself. I also declared SSRG, with heavy heart, dead.

Since that time, I’ve moped around SSRG. I’ve done so not because I want to return one day, but rather because of “unfinished business.” I’ve out grown this site, and I’ve known so for quite some time. I knew I had to pass on the torch to someone else and even tried handing off SSRG to two separate people. Sadly, both attempts failed.

It’s been over two months since Stealth and myself consider SSRG “dead”, however the public, both the supporters and even the nay-sayers of SSRG, would like to see SSRG return. Therefore, I have decided on this Thanksgiving weekend to give SSRG one last shoot.

I would like to invite the existing SSRG staff, and the public, a shoot at becoming the new SSRG head. If you are interested, please email me (wacko @ emulationzone.org) the following information:

Your Online alias(s):
Your real name:
Your real age:
Your home phone number:
A listing of things you have done for the Sonic community:
A listing of Sonic-related projects you have undertaken:
A listing of web, hacking and people skills you posses.
List any leadership skills you posses. Give examples.
An essay containing the following:
	What would you do to help SSRG today?

Where do you see SSRG going in the future? In other words, What is you future vision of SSRG?
Why should I choose you, among all the candidates, for this position?
Lastly, explain to me why I should trust you. (Trust is earned, not giving.)

If you think I am asking for too much data, then if means you are not serious about the position. I only want serious applications. Insincere or improperly filled-out applications will be trashed.

I will select the final candidate after I have felt that the public had ample time to respond. Whoever is chosen will have a “test” period to demonstrate their leadership. Once I feel you are up to speed and can be trusted, I will hand over full control of SSRG.






